BLK RENOVATIONS

STYLISH AND FUNCTIONAL
EXCEEDING RENOVATION EXPECTATIONS

Standing out for its combination of functionality and chic design, this bathroom is a stunning example of the results that
BLK Renovations can achieve. You can certainly place your trust into BLK Renovations to turn your renovation dreams
into reality, as they continue to exceed their client’s expectations.
The clients for this bathroom had a very simple brief. They were after double basins, a shower, and a bathroom which
was easy to clean. The rest was left in the hands of Shane Taylor, the designer for BLK Renovations, and he didn’t
disappoint.
Perfectly practical, this bathroom features double basins and a large walk-in shower, which provides plenty of room for
showering and grooming. Through the installation of spot lights under the bench, the room can now be lit for the clients
children at night.
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CONTACT
BLK Renovations
197 Old Eltham Road
Lower Plenty
Tel: (03) 9444 1999
Fax: (03) 9431 0784
Email: s.taylor@blk.com.au
Website: www.blk.com.au

Aesthetics were certainly not spared. This minimalist, sleek bathroom is given the illusion of space through the semiframeless glass shower screen, and features beautiful benchtops, porcelain tiles and a Porcher Quatre basin.
BLK Renovations have raised the bar in bathroom and kitchen renovations. Striving to design and produce award
winning bathrooms, laundries and kitchens, BLK Renovations has won numerous awards, most recently, winning the
best Renovated Bathroom in the $20-30,000 range in 2008.
Specialists in mid to upper-end designs, BLK Renovations can perform all internal renovations from a bathroom to a
home’s entire interior and can also build extensions and decks.
Started by Shane Taylor, BLK Renovations has been designing bathrooms and living spaces for nine years. Working in
metropolitan Melbourne, they transform 30 to 40 bathrooms a year.
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